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The effect of a steady azimuthal magnetic field on rotating magnetic field current drive is studied.
The configuration considered consists of an infinitely long plasma column with a finite radius
conductor, which carries a steady longitudinal current, running along its axis. The ions are assumed
to be fixed and the electrons are described using an Ohm’s law that contains the Hall term. A fully
two-dimensional computer code is developed to solve the resulting time-dependent equations. For
some values of the steady azimuthal field, two steady-state solutions with different efficiencies are





















































Rotating magnetic fields~RMFs! have been used to driv
current in rotamaks1 and field-reversed configuration
~FRCs!.2 Although these devices generally operate withou
stationary azimuthal~toroidal! magnetic field, some rotama
experiments included a conductor at the axis of the discha
vessel,3 producing configurations which are similar to sphe
cal tokamaks~STs!. Due to the current interest in STs, whic
has prompted the construction of several new devices,4–6 the
development of RMF current drive as an efficient method
this concept would be of great importance.
Theoretical studies of RMF current drive have genera
considered fixed ions and employed Ohm’s law, with t
Hall term, to describe the electrons. In configurations wi
out a steady toroidal magnetic field, both stationary and t
dependent solutions@in two dimensions~2D!# have been
obtained.7 For these configurations, the effect of anisotrop
resistivity and finite radius RMF coils has been also studie8
Theoretical studies in configurations with a steady toroi
field have been limited to the calculation of steady state
lutions for cylindrical plasma columns having an infinite
thin wire that carries a steady longitudinal current along
symmetry axis.9,10 These studies assumed that, in stea
state, the time-dependent part of all physical quantities
be represented using only the first Fourier harmo
@exp$i(u2vt)%, wherev is the frequency of the rotating mag
netic field#. Solving the resulting set of nonlinear equation
which depends on a limited number of parameters such
resistivity, driving magnetic field, and external longitudin
current, Bertram9 and Watterson10 showed the possibility of
driving a significant amount of current in the azimuthal d
rection.
Most previous theoretical studies of RMF current driv
both in configurations with and without a steady toroid
field, considered an infinitely long plasma column (]/]z
[0) and employed cylindrical coordinates. For simplici
a!Electronic mail: farengo@cab.cnea.gov.ar1191070-664X/2001/8(4)/1193/7/$18.00
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and to be able to compare with previous results, we us
similar geometry and the same coordinates system. Howe
unlike Refs. 9 and 10, we introduce a finite radius conduc
at the center of the plasma column. This eliminates the
gularity in the toroidal field atr 50 and allows for the use o
boundary conditions which are similar to those correspo
ing to a tokamak at the inner plasma interface. We use
same physical model as in most previous theoretical stud
fixed ions and Ohm’s law with the Hall term for the ele
trons, but employ a fully two-dimensional (r ,u) numerical
code to solve the time-dependent problem. The same no
mensional parameters employed by Milroy,8 plus the nor-
malized steady toroidal field, are used. These parameters
be easily related to those employed by Watterson.10
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
present the physical model employed and derive the b
equations describing the evolution of thez components of the
magnetic field and vector potential inside the plasma. In S
III we describe the numerical methods and boundary con
tions used and in Sec. IV the results are presented. Finall
Sec. V, we summarize and discuss our findings.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider the configuration shown in Fig. 1. The
finitely long (]/]z[0) annular plasma column has inner r
diusr a and outer radiusr b ~zone II!. Inside the column~zone
I, r ,r a) there is a uniform, stationary, axial current dens
that produces thevacuumtoroidal field. The coils that pro-
duce the transverse, rotating magnetic field are assume
be far from the plasma and their effect is introduced via
boundary conditions imposed atr c ~zone III: r b,r ,r c , r c
@r b). The ions are considered to be fixed, the density
both species is assumed to be equal and uniform, and e
tron inertia is neglected. Using the following Ohm’s law
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 This awhereh is the plasma resistivity~assumed uniform! and n
the density, and Maxwell’s equations, a set of coupled eq
tions for thez components of the magnetic field (Bz) and
vector potential (Az , B5¹3A… can be obtained. Since th
contribution of the uniform axial current toAz can be calcu-
lated analytically, we separateAz in two parts:
Az5Az,vac1Az,pl , ~1!
whereAz,vac contains the contribution of the stationary ax
current andAz,pl the contribution of the plasma and the e
ternal coils. Assuming that the rotating magnetic field p





and normalizing the time withv, the radius withr b , and the
amplitude of the magnetic field withBv , we obtain the fol-














































andBtor is the vacuum toroidal field atr̂ 51, normalized to














FIG. 1. Cross section of the configuration employed.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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whered is the classical skin depth,Vv,e is the electron cy-
clotron frequency calculated with the amplitude of the RM
and ne,i is the electron–ion collision frequency (ne,i
5hne2/me). When g@1, the electrons can be considere
magnetized by the RMF. KnowingA and B, the other
magnetic-field components and the current density can
easily calculated.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
Previous numerical calculations in configurations wit
out a steady toroidal field generally employed a Fourier
pansion in u ~and in most cases used just a fe
harmonics!.7,8 We will show later that when a steady toroid
field is present there could be a strongu dependence tha
makes the use of such expansions less attractive. We de
oped a fully 2D (r ,u) finite differences code that employs
second-order Runge–Kutta scheme to advance the equa
in time. The computational domain is divided in three r
gions, which generally have different grid spacing in the
dial direction. In 0< r̂ , r̂ a , region I, there is a uniform axia
current and no plasma. SinceA contains only the contribu-
tion of the plasma and the RMF coils, and the contribution
the axial current is calculated analytically, we have
¹2A50, r̂ , r̂ a . ~4!
Since there are no azimuthal or radial currents in this reg







Inside the plasma,r̂ a, r̂ ,1, region II, we solve Eqs.~3!. In
1, r̂ , r̂ c , region III, there is vacuum and, therefore,B is
uniform andA satisfies
¹2A50, 1, r̂ , r̂ c . ~5!
Equations~4! and~5! are solved by inverting the sparse m
trices obtained when Laplace’s equation is written in fin
differences. In Eq.~4!, the point r̂ 50 is treated separatel
using local Cartesian coordinates to avoid the divergenc
the cylindrical Laplacian operator. It is important to note th
for each run of the code the matrix inversion needs to
done only once.
We now discuss the boundary conditions used to so
Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5! and the methods employed to calcula
B in regions I and III. Atr̂ 5 r̂ c , we set
A~ r̂ c!5 r̂ c sin~t2u!~12e
2t/t0!, ~6!
where the exponential is introduced to allow for a slow ‘‘tu
on’’ of the rotating field, as done by Hugrass,7 and r̂ c is
taken large enough for the results to be independent o
specific value. The values generally used fort0 and r̂ c are,
respectively, 0.33 and 5. The value oft0 is always much
smaller than the time needed to reach steady state and, h
it does not affect the results. The value ofr̂ c is chosen so tha
any additional increase produces negligible changes inject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aresults. The boundary condition introduced with Eq.~6! ba-
sically means that the coils which produce the RMF have
infinite radius and was employed for simplicity. Atr̂ 51 and
r̂ 5 r̂ a , the radial derivative ofA must be continuous (Bu5






















To obtain the results presented below, the value ofB in
region III was kept constant throughout the computation
it is also possible to introduce a flux conserver and adjusB
after each time step to satisfy axial flux conservation. T
exact value given toB in this region is not relevant becaus
Eq. ~3! only contains derivatives ofB. In region I,B is uni-
form but not constant~in time! and we calculate its value
using Stokes’ theorem. Considering a circumference of












whereAu is also normalized withBvr b . SinceB is uniform
inside the circle of radiusr̂ a , we can write
B~ I ![B~ r̂ a!5
1
p r̂ a







duB~ r̂ ,u!J . ~7!
Equation~7! shows that to calculateB(I ) we needB(II ),
which is given by Eq.~3! andAu( r̂ a1h,u). The equation for
the evolution ofAu in region II is obtained from theu com-
ponent of Ohm’s law, usingE52]A/]t, and can be written

































]u G J . ~8!
It can be seen that we only needA and B in region II to
advanceAu(r a1h,u) in time and calculateB(I ).
The numerical algorithm employed is as follows:
~1! The values of the basic dimensionless paramet
Btor , l, andg, are fixed and the initial values ofA,
B, andAu are defined. In general, the same value
given toB at all grid points andA is set equal to zero







where Dt is the time step. This is a solution t
Laplace’s equation in region III, which is consiste
for large values ofr̂ c and short times with the
boundary condition introduced in Eq.~6!. SinceB isrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub






defined to be the same everywhere,Au(r 1h,u) does
not depend onu and can be calculated from
2p~r1h!Au~r1h!5p~r1h!
2B.
~2! The inverse matrices of Eqs.~4! and ~5! are calcu-
lated.
~3! B( r̂ a) is calculated using Eq.~7! and the values of
Au( r̂ a1h,u) and B(II ) obtained in the previous
time step. A( r̂ c) is calculated using Eq.~6!. Of
course, this is not necessary for the first time s
where the initial values are employed.
~4! A( r̂ a) and A(1) are calculated. This is done usin
the following procedure:
~a! Using the values ofA inside region II, fromr̂ a
1h to 12h, estimates forA( r̂ a) and A(1) are
obtained.
~b! Using these estimates as boundary values, E
~4! and ~5! are solved.
~c! Using the values ofA( r̂ a2h) andA(11h) cal-
culated with Eqs.~4! and ~5!, new values of
A( r̂ a) andA(1) are defined as
Anew~ r̂ a!5
1
2 @A~ r̂ a2h!1A~ r̂ a1h!#,
Anew~1!5 12 @A~12h!1A~11h!#.
~d! The new values are compared with the old on
If the relative difference between the two valu
is less than a small quantity~typically,
1023– 1024), the values are accepted, otherwi
the new values are used as boundary conditi
to solve Eqs.~4! and ~5! and the procedure is
repeated until convergence is achieved.
~5! Equations~3! and~8! are advanced in time using th
boundary conditions defined above. A small tim
step,Dt5(p/4)31024, was employed to obtain the
results presented below.
Steps~3!–~5! are repeated until the equations are a
vanced up to the desired time. The code can also be sta
by initializing A, B, andAu with any previous solution.
IV. RESULTS
Unless otherwise indicated, normalized quantities
employed in the plots presented below. The current den
is normalized toBv /m0r b and the efficiency is defined as th
ratio between the azimuthal plasma current and the cur








To compare with existing results for configurations withou
steady toroidal field~FRC!, we use the same values ofl andject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This ag as in Ref. 8, where they were chosen to be representa
of the Star Thruster Experiment.2
Hugrass11 first reported, in configurations without
steady toroidal field, that there are nonunique steady s
solutions whenl*6 andg'l. As noted by Milroy,8 this is
due to the existence of hysteresis. Wheng is increased, the
RMF does not penetrate completely until a critical value
exceeded. However, once full penetration has been achie
g can be reduced significantly below this critical value b
fore the RMF is expelled, and the efficiency reduced. A sim
lar effect is shown in Fig. 2, which presents a plot of t
steady state efficiency as a function of the normaliz
steady, toroidal field (Btor) for g514.9, l511.07, andr̂ a
50.15 @aspect ratio A5(11 r̂ a)/(12 r̂ a)51.35]. When
Btor50, and a plasma column that has no azimuthal curr
is used as initial condition, the steady state efficiency
tained isa50.48. This value is similar, but not equal, to th
value obtained for a FRC for the same values ofg and l
(a50.42).8 The small difference could be due to the diffe
ent geometry~we are considering a hollow plasma colum!
and, in part, to the different numerical methods employ
As Btor is increased, the solution follows the low efficienc
branch ~dashed line in Fig. 2! until Btor reaches a critica
value (Btor
crit>1.26). WhenBtor becomes larger than the crit
cal value the efficiency of the steady state solutionjumpsto
the full line in Fig. 2 and follows this line asBtor is increased
further. However, whenBtor is reduced, the steady state s
lution follows the high efficiency branch~dotted line in Fig.
2!, and a solution with efficiency equal to 1 is obtained f
Btor50. This solution can be also obtained starting withg
516.6 andBtor50 ~see below! and slowly decreasing.
We note that in the low efficiency branch the efficien
initially increases whenBtor increases and later decrease
This behavior was observed in the experiments3 and also
reported in Refs. 9 and 10. Another important remark rega
ing Fig. 2 is that although the efficiency decreases asBtor
increases~in the high efficiency branch!, the larger radius of
a tokamak, compared with a FRC, could partially comp
sate for this reduction. Figure 3 presents a similar plot
g516.6 and the same values ofl and r̂ a as in Fig. 2. The
FIG. 2. Efficiency vs steady toroidal field forg514.9, l511.07, andr̂ a
50.15.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub















efficiency obtained in this case forBtor50 (a51) agrees
with the value obtained for a FRC.8 Two solutions can be
observed for 0.53<Btor<0.77. As in Fig. 2, the initial con-
ditions determine the branch towards which the plas
evolves. Starting with a plasma without azimuthal curre
the solution falls in the high efficiency branch~full line!
when 0<Btor<0.53, in the low efficiency branch~dashed
line! when 0.53, Btor<0.77, and back into the high effi
ciency branch whenBtor.0.77. To obtain a high efficiency
steady state solution with 0.53<Btor<0.77~dotted line!, it is
necessary to start with a high efficiency solution havingBtor
greater than 0.77~smaller than 0.53! and slowly decrease
~increase! Btor . The two high efficiency and the two low
efficiency solutions of Figs. 2 and 3 display a similar beha
ior when features such as RMF penetration, diamagnet
azimuthal current profile, andu dependence are analyzed.
what follows, we will consider two cases: the low efficienc
regime of Fig. 2, withg514.9, and the high efficiency re
gime of Fig. 3, withg516.6.
In Refs. 7 and 8 it is shown that in configurations wit
out a steady toroidal field, there is a direct relationship
tween the current drive efficiency and the degree of pene
tion of the RMF. The same experiments3 hat show an initial
increase in efficiency as the steady toroidal field increa
~see above! also show that RMF penetration continues
improve beyond the value ofBtor where the efficiency
reaches its maximum value. This behavior is also seen
Fig. 4, which presents a plot of the averaged~overu) modu-
lus of the transverse field (Btr5ABr21Bu2, where all the
components of the magnetic field are normalized toBv and
Bu does not include the steady toroidal field component! as a
function of radius for three values ofBtor for the low effi-
ciency branch of Fig. 2. It is clear that RMF penetrati
improves asBtor increases. The minima in the curves f
Btor50.5 andBtor51.15 occur at approximately the sam
radius where the current density reverses~see below!. The
effect of the steady toroidal field on RMF penetration for t
high efficiency branch of Fig. 3 is shown in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b!. Figure 5~a! is a plot ofBtr vs r̂ for three values ofBtor
and shows that in this case the transverse field inside
FIG. 3. Efficiency vs steady toroidal field forg516.6, l511.07, andr̂ a
50.15.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aplasma can be larger than outside, whenBtorÞ0, and that its
amplitude has a maximum as a function ofBtor . This is seen
more clearly in Fig. 5~b!, which presents a plot ofBtr( r̂
50.175) vsBtor for g516.6~high efficiency branch! and the
same values ofl, and r̂ a used above.
The dynamics of field penetration and current drive
also affected by the steady toroidal field. This is shown
Figs. 6 and 7, which present plots of the current drive e
FIG. 4. Modulus of the transverse field~averaged overu) vs normalized
radius forg514.9,l511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~low efficiency branch!.
FIG. 5. ~a! Modulus of the transverse field~averaged overu) vs normalized
radius for g516.6, l511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~high efficiency branch!. ~b!
Modulus of the transverse field~averaged overu) at r̂ 50.175 vsBtor for
g516.6,l511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~high efficiency branch!.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
143.106.1.143 On: Tue, 1n
-
ciency as a function of time for three values of the stea
toroidal field. Figure 6 hasg514.9 and corresponds to th
low efficiency branch of Fig. 2. Figure 7 hasg516.6 and
corresponds to the high efficiency branch of Fig. 3. Figur
shows that although the final efficiency varies asBtor in-
creases, the initial slope in the curves of efficiency ver
time remains basically unchanged. A different behavior
shown in Fig. 7: whenBtor54, the initial slope is signifi-
cantly larger and saturation is reached sooner than forBtor
50. WhenBtor58 saturation is also reached sooner, but d
to the much lower final efficiency the slope is always sma
than forBtor50.
The effect of the steady toroidal field on the azimuth
current density profile is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Figure
presents a plot of the averaged~over u) azimuthal current
density versusr̂ for the low efficiency branch of Fig. 2 and
three values ofBtor . WhenBtor50 ~full line! there is a large
region, up tor̂'0.5, inside the plasma with negligible cu
rent density and a narrow region,r̂ *0.9, on the outside
where the electrons rotate rigidly with frequencyv. When
Btor50.5 ~dashed line! the current density increases on th
inside, in the region 0.3& r̂ &0.5, and decreases forr̂ *0.6,
FIG. 6. Current drive efficiency vs normalized time forg514.9, l
511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~low efficiency branch!.
FIG. 7. Current drive efficiency vs normalized time forg516.6, l
511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~high efficiency branch!.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This agiving an overall increase in the total plasma current. Fina
when Btor51.15, the current density is comparable to th
obtained withBtor50 for r̂ &0.6 and significantly smaller a
larger radius. Figure 9 presents a plot of the averaged
muthal current density versusr̂ for the high efficiency branch
of Fig. 3 and three values ofBtor . When Btor50 the elec-
trons rotate with frequencyv and the efficiency is 1. As the
steady toroidal field increases, a region with negligible, e
reversed, current density appears, resulting in a reductio
the total current. AsBtor increases further, the width of thi
region increases.
Experimental measurements in rotamaks with a ste
toroidal field3 and theoretical calculations in infinitely lon
plasma columns, also with a steady toroidal field,9,10 have
shown the existence of poloidal currents in the former a
axial currents in the later, which are generally diamagne
We studied this issue for the two conditions indicated abo
For the low efficiency regime of Fig. 2 there is a significa
diamagnetic effect, which is shown in Fig. 10. This figu
presents a plot of the ratio between the averaged~over u)
azimuthal field and the vacuum field as a function ofr̂ . For
Btor50.5 the diamagnetic well extends fromr̂ .0.3 to the
outer plasma boundary, with a maximum reduction in
FIG. 8. Averaged~over u) azimuthal current density as a function of no
malized radius forg514.9,l511.07, andr̂ a50.15~low efficiency branch!.
FIG. 9. Averaged~over u) azimuthal current density as a function of no
malized radius forg516.6, l511.07, and r̂ a50.15 ~high efficiency
branch!.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub











total field of over 20%~compared with the vacuum value!.
For Btor51.15 the width and depth of the well decrease b
the diamagnetism continues to be significant. For the h
efficiency branch of Fig. 3, withg 516.6, the diamagnetism
is negligible, as shown in Fig. 11.
Previous theoretical studies in configurations with
steady toroidal field9,10 assumed that in steady state the tim
dependent part of all physical quantities can be descri
using only the first Fourier harmonic. To check this appro
mation we investigated the dependence ofA andB with re-
spect tou2t, in steady state. In all the cases analyzed
main contribution to theu2t dependence ofA comes from
the first harmonic. There are, however, clear differences
tween the high and low efficiency branches. For the h
efficiency branch, theu2t dependence can be approximat
almost exactly using only the first harmonic, while for th
low efficiency branch higher-order harmonics also contr
ute. This can be seen in Fig. 12, which presents plots
A( r̂ 50.85) vsu ~fixed t, well after a steady state situatio
has been reached! for two cases: the full line hasBtor54 and
g516.6 and corresponds to the high efficiency branch,
the dashed line hasBtor50.5 andg514.9 and corresponds t
the low efficiency branch. Theu2t dependence ofB is simi-
lar for the high and low efficiency branches. It varies wi
FIG. 10. Ratio between the averaged, total, azimuthal field and the vac
field for g514.9,l511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~low efficiency branch!.
FIG. 11. Ratio between the averaged, total, azimuthal field and the vac
field for g516.6,l511.07, andr̂ a50.15 ~high efficiency branch!.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aBtor and also with the radial position. WhenBtor50 there is
a gentle oscillation that could be approximated fairly w
with a cos@2(u2t)# dependence at all radii. This is in agre
ment with the approximation usually employed in theoreti
analysis of RMF current drive in FRCs, where it is assum
that B has only even harmonics. IncreasingBtor , a localized
maximum which has a large contribution from higher-ord
harmonics appears at large radius. At small radius, the
pendence can be approximated using a simple sin(u2t). This
can be seen in Fig. 13, which presents a plot ofB vs u ~fixed
t) for Btor54 andg516.6 ~high efficiency branch! at vari-
ous radii. The complicated structure ofB ~and j ) implied by
Fig. 13 requires further investigations. As expected, exa
the same plots are obtained if we fixu and varyt.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
As a first step towards assessing the possibility of us
RMF current drive in STs, we studied the effect of a stea
toroidal field on this method. Our work presents two ma
improvements when compared to previous studies. The
is the use of a configuration which, albeit 2D, includes a h
FIG. 12. Azimuthal variation ofA( r̂ 50.85) for l511.07 andr̂ a50.15.
Full line: high efficiency branch (Btor54, g516.6); dashed line: low effi-
ciency branch (Btor50.5, g514.9).
FIG. 13. Azimuthal variation ofB at various radii for the high efficiency
branch withBtor54 (g516.6,l511.07, andr̂ a50.15).rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub










at the center of the plasma, thus providing a better repre
tation of a tokamak. The second is the use of a fully 2
numerical code which solves the time-dependent equat
obtained from the basic physical model without further a
sumptions.
Although we did not attempt to make a detailed co
parison with the experimental results of Ref. 3, it is clear t
many of the qualitative features observed in these exp
ments are reproduced by the low efficiency branch of Fig
Our results show that for some values of the external toro
field, there are two steady state solutions with different e
ciencies. When the steady toroidal field is large compare
the rotating field, the case of interest for STs, the efficien
is small but the total current could still be significant if o
eration at frequencies of the order of 106 Hz is possible.
Further studies should be done to find the best opera
regime for STs and the corresponding efficiency and
quired power. In addition, two fluid models should be dev
oped to remove some of the most critical assumptions of
present physical model.
After this work was completed, two new papers12,13have
been published on RMF current drive in FRCs. These pap
show that the axial equilibrium condition is a key ingredie
to explain important features of the experimental results~i.e.,
the fact that the RMF penetrates only to the field null2!. In
addition, Ref. 13 uses a magnetohydrodynamics model w
finite ion flow, thus removing some of the most critical a
sumptions of previous studies. Clearly, the importance
these effects in configurations with a steady toroidal fi
needs to be addressed.
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